The 7th International Conference on Petroleum and Petrochemical Engineering

JANUARY 6-8, 2020
HO CHI MINH CITY, VIETNAM

www.icppe.org

IMPORTANT DATES
Submission DDL: October 15, 2019
Notification DDL: October 30, 2019
Registration DDL: November 15, 2019
Conference Dates: Jan. 6-8, 2020

PROCEEDINGS
Recommended and published into most suitable International Journal according to paper topic, which is indexed by Chemical Abstracts Services (CAS), Ulrich's Periodicals Directory, CABI, Electronic Journals Library, Google Scholar, ProQuest, and Crossref

CONTACT US
Ms. Jessica Ou
E-mail: icppe@cbees.net
TEL: +852-3500-0137 (Hong Kong)
+86-28-87577778 (Mainland China)

ORGANIZED BY
CMS
Chemistry and Materials Society

TOPICS
- Petroleum and Petrochemical Engineering
- Building Pricing Mechanism and Requisite Infrastructure
- Ecology and environmental technologies
- Energy Infrastructure
- Environmental Issues Expanding Oil & Gas Exploration and Production Operations
- Fossil Technologies Geomechanics and Rock Physics
- Hydrates Hydrocarbon Recovery Mechanisms
- International transportation projects
- Leveraging Regional Energy Resources through Energy Trade
- Mitigating the Environmental Impact of Energy Use Oil and Gas diversification

SUBMISSION
Full paper (Presentation & Publication) Abstract (Presentation)
- Send as attachment to icppe@cbees.net
- Logging in ICPPE submission system

SPEAKERS
- PROF. DORRIK STOW FRSE, HERIOT-WATT UNIVERSITY, EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND, UK
- PROF. AHMAD ZUHAIRI ABDULLAH, UNIVERSITI SAANS MALAYSIA, MALAYSIA

CONFERENCE VENUE
Vissai Saigon Hotel
Address: 144 Nguyen Van Troi, Phu Nhuan, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam